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Reference: CAHH1600IT

CASCHA HH1600IT BLUES HARMONICA SET  

Cascha Harmonica
Blues Harmonica in C Diatonic The Cascha Blues Harmonica is perfect for beginners through to advanced players. It’s always handy
and you can learn to play it quick and easy. The Harmonica is tuned in the key of C, which is the most common and most used tuning of
harmonicas. It’s a suitable instrument for either solo playing or in combination with other instruments such as guitar or ukulele. The
perfect tuning of the harmonica allows you to play single tones as well as multiple tones at once with ease. The Cascha Blues harmonica
with it’s high quality copper reed plates, easy to clean plastic comb, plastic hard case and cleaning cloth is the perfect instrument for
beginners which will bring joy to even an advanced player.

Harmonica: Learn to play - quick and easy (incl. MP3-CD)
You can quickly start playing the first songs on your harmonica with this course. The combination of instructional book and MP3 CD
offers every beginner the perfect introduction. The most important basics are explained concisely and simply. Then you can start playing!
The ability to read sheet music is not necessary, everything you need is additionally represented with simple symbols. On the
accompanying CD all exercises and songs are included. There are great playback songs in two versions: with the harmonica playing first
as an example, then without harmonica, so you can play along. This way you can listen to everything carefully and then play with
accompaniment.
It makes harmonica playing fun!

Features:
- Key of C
- 10 hole harmonica
- With high quality copper reed plates
- Incl. hard plastic case and cleaning cloth
- Easy to play
- Great sound characteristics
- Perfect for beginners to advanced players
- Incl. English method with MP3-CD  
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